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WELCOME TO YOUR COPY OF LOG NEWS

With the advent of the summer season on the way we begin
more Urban races. For the newer members of our club DO check
your map, the ISSOM map is different in many ways to the ISOM
maps. Just be the best you can and focus on your talents.

Future issues of Log News will consist ONLY of all
YOUR news and reports that you send to me , This
is a Club newsletter so lets make it one………
Anything you think interesting - photos - holidays
especially with an O theme - your O races - come
on let us all hear about them. Ed

There is a theory that
if you enjoy crosscountry running you
can thrive on almost
any kind of pain.
Peter Hildreth
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CHAIRMAN’S PATTER
Spring is coming to an end and, although some will say it never really started, most of
the major national events for 2016 are done and dusted, with the club having a good
turn-out at the JK and making a smaller appearance at the BOC long/relay weekend
just this weekend gone. It was great to see Amanda take 3rd at the JK sprint and I
think this is the first time anyone from LOG has managed a senior podium at the
premier festival in the O calendar - can anyone tell me otherwise or confirm that this is
the case? The relays went well, also, with our juniors finishing 11th/29 in their first
year at this age group and the Men's Short class saw the Purple Imps team finish
7th/46 - cool beans! The next major event is the British Sprints/Middle weekend in the
South-East, with the Olympic Park hosting the former - should be great to run around
this venue and I hope that LOG can put out a good contingent at this one..
On the local level, our thoughts begin to turn to our defence of
the Lincs Challenge Shield and then we run into the Lincs
Urban league, now into its fourth year. The LCS has been
pushed around the calendar a bit, due to access issues with
RAF Cranwell, but it's now looking all set for Wednesday 1st
June. This will be the finale of the LOG Spring series, as well as
a HALO Poacher event, and it'd be great to see as many
members as possible make it along to help defend our trophy
against our northern foe! The LUL will have it's usual split
between 3 LOG and 3 HALO events, with the best 3 runs
across the series counting to your final total and hopefully
should see some good head-to-head urban competition around
the streets of Lincolnshire.
We're approaching our 30th anniversary year and, as part of the build-up, we're having
some new kit ordered. Hopefully you've had chance to try on the Siven sample and put
your order in to me, but if not, you've still got time - catch me at a training
event/race/committee meeting soon! Its should be really smart and the new tracksuit
tops are in danger of making us look like orienteers!
Finally, what goals do you have for the second half of 2016? Knock time off your
parkrun PB? Win the LUL? Beat Sean (really...)? Mine is to compete in the City Race
Euro Tour (www.cityracetour.org), and try to hit 4 events to be as competitive as
possible across the series. So, I'll be off to Antwerp (25/26 June); Malaga (2/4 Sept);
London (9/11 Sept) & Firenze (8/9 Oct) Anyone fancy joining me...? Let me know if
you're interested.
See you out there

P
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Compass Sport Trophy Qualifier – Haywood Warren
13th March 2016
By Martin Wheeler

A good turnout was required for this annual event and as usual the club did
itself proud. What a delight to be greeted by glorious spring sunshine as we
entered the hurriedly re-arranged car park not too far from the assembly
point. The gentle walk from the car through open woodland loosened the legs
and began to whet the appetite. Not having been to this area before I had
done some pre-event homework on Routegadget and was keen to see how the
contoured area would shape up. One thing was clear – this part of Cannock
Chase had more spurs and re-entrants than all LOG’s mapped areas
combined. Would this preparation help – only time would tell. Spirits were
high around the LOG tent and advice flowed freely on how to tackle this area.
The direct route is to be favoured but don’t lose contact with the map.
The advertised 15 minute walk to the start turned out to be half that but the
climb through shafts of sunlight was a pre-cursor to what was to follow.
Banter around the start was friendly and at times amusing – anything to settle
the nerves as start times approached. Time to look at those ahead on my
course. Any distinctive colours that might prove invaluable late on? The start
was the classic “just below a blind summit” which gave nothing away about
route choice or terrain ahead. Time to go; pick up the right map; check
potential routes and off to the first control at a cautious pace. “Take it easy”
was upper-most in my mind as I approached number 1 and looking at the
splits it seems to have been there for much of the time I was out. On to 2 and
3 with only minor errors being punished by some un-necessary climbs out of
deep re-entrants. Four to five was my nemesis as confusion over track
junctions proved very costly. Confidence knocked so time to settle with a
steady and cautious route through 5, 6, and 7 and more of the same onto the
finish.
Map memory is an important aspect of our sport but I wonder how many of us
see similar terrain to that run over in other parts of the country as we
navigate through the woods. What triggers that memory? I certainly saw
strong fleeting similarities between parts of Haywood Warren and a number of
NOC areas.
After the adrenalin rush of the run-in to the finish it was time to reflect and
look at the results. The omens were not good when it became very obvious
the LOG had not been entered into the software and we were to be denied
seeing just how well we had done before the long journey home. I personally
though it a cruel irony that the official results were posted later that afternoon
with not a word about LOG’s absence or apology: an acknowledgment in the
accompanying comments would have been nice. Within 24 hours all was
sorted and although we are not going to the finals I’m sure we all had a good
day on excellent terrain.
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THE 100 POINTERS

THE NO POINTERS

Hmmm

Where did I go wrong??
Erecting new club tent at CST
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GRIMSTHORPE

20TH MARCH
By PAUL MURGATROYD

Ever since Jeff managed to get us into the Grimsthorpe estate for orienteering, a couple of years ago, I've always
felt that it would make for a great East Mids league event, apart from the fact that it wasn't really a big enough
area for a traditional long distance event nor did there seem to be any suitable parking. The few midweek,
summer series events we've held there have always meant a long drive through the estate down to the lake and
then attacking the courses from the top-end, which has less technical interest than the quarry and Hollows areas
down in the south. It meant that the short never got down there and the technical course struggled to do so in the
distance allowable.
So, we began to look at whether we could locate some parking closer to this area and discussion between Jeff,
Anne and the estate resulted in us opening up one of the farmer's fields, which ended up being a real cull for us.
There was some concern that everything would be dry enough for us to use this, but in the end the weather held
in the weeks leading up and away we went.
The focus was to create as challenging middle distance event as we could, keeping the
orienteers thinking between the green-ish woodland at the start, the quarry, the hollows and the contoured main
woodland to the north and a beautiful spring day made for a superb morning’s orienteering for the 120+ runners
who made the trip down to Grimsthorpe. The plan now is to look to extend the map of Grimsthorpe to the south,
as there's plenty to go at here and then we'll look to put on a full-length colour-code there in a couple of years
time.
Course winners on the day were:
White – George Rennie (LEI)
Yellow – Perdigao Family (NOC)
Orange – Ben Hardy (LEI)
Light Green – Charile Rennie (LEI)
Short Green – Sasha Barker-Pilsworth (RAFO/LOG)
Green – Bruce Bryant (OD)
Blue – Paul Taylor (EPOC)
Brown – Richard Dearden (NOC)
I'd like to thank Jeff Baker for al his input as controller, making some valuable suggestions which helped to
improve the design of all of the courses and to Amanda Roberts for her superb demonstration of skills as the
organiser. As usual, the LOG volunteer team was impeccable, with lots of members contributing to the various
roles of parking, start, finish and registration/download officials. In particular, the transition across from Colour
to Auto Download has been amazingly smooth, with Craig Lucas, John Mather and Liam Harrington all
assisting in various ways to help keep the ship upright!

Some helpers at Grimsthorpe
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RACE REPORTS
Belton 31 March

by Jeff Baker

It was good to see the biggest number of entrants of the series so far at Belton with
just over fifty people turning up on what was a nice evening for orienteering. The
woods on top of monument hill were given a miss this year with the three courses
using the areas around the Road junction. The short course stayed on the flat area
next to the car park while the MEDIUM and technical courses made use of all three
areas the short and long courses were normal line courses whilst the technical course
had the footpaths removed but the foot path junctions left on. This was done in an
effort to make people use their compasses. A few people had some problems with
what side of the hedge the crossing point was on but other than that everything went
alright. What I should also mention was that I forgot to put the course climbs on the
control descriptions a minor point that was quickly pointed out to me which again did
not cause any problems. I should have just said that I did it deliberately but in all
honesty I just forgot and did it make much difference, I think not. It was a good night
that was enjoyed by most people.

SPRING SERIES REVESBY - 7 April 2016 by Amanda Roberts

First of all well done to all those who made the effort to head to Revesby
especially considering the weather forecast. It was a beautiful afternoon
when I was putting out the controls and it really felt like spring was on
the way. Much of the wood was carpeted with primroses and daffodils
and the bluebells were on the verge of coming into bloom. I felt rather
guilty that we were all going to tromp through them. It was such a
shame that the heavens opened during the event.
I was keen to use The Red Lion pub for assembly and registration so we
could use the car parking, loos and most importantly, the post race refreshments! The
course area is cut in two by the B1183, a straight road which seems to be a favourite
rush hour rat-run, so the short course needed to be run on just one side of the road.
This meant in order to have just one start there was a bit of a trek to the start and back
from the finish but gave the perfect warm up and warm down opportunity! Thank you to
my Road Marshall (Jonathan) for a job well done - sorry you didn't get a run.
Well done to winners of the night, Liam on the Technical, Wayne Byrne (RAFO) on the
Long and Marsaili Jolly (HALO) on the Short. Also a big thank you to those who helped
collect in - it was getting rather dark by the time everything was packed away.
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Ostlers Plantation

14 April by Craig Lucas

Setting up was a relatively quick affair on the day with the
creation of the map memory pieces and assembly of
controls taking more time than it did to put out in the
woods. One of the main difficulties of the event came as a
result of the area size which made it difficult to get the distances in
without a couple of dog legs.
When it came to the event itself, 30 runners took to the woods for the
third event of the spring series with Liam Harrington taking the
honours on the technical course and Wayne Byrne and Hannah Mather
winning the long and short courses respectively.
The map memory aspect caused some issues for a number of
competitors on the technical course. In hindsight the course could have
been improved by adding notes to the controls that had double map
snippets as many competitors didn’t notice the second legs that they
needed to memorise. With the exception of that issue the comments
about the courses were quite positive and most seemed to enjoy the
courses put on.

Greetwell Hollow

21 April by Clare Hanna

Long 1st Marcus Lancastle
Short 1st Hazel Williams
Tech

1st Paul Murgatroyd
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South Common 28 April by John Mather

There is no report from John which is hardly surprising I expect he
is still collecting in the controls as the amount he put out was
rather excessive or I suppose he could have drowned there
certainly was enough water.
Long 1st Tanya Taylor
Short 1st Marsaili Jolly
Tech 1st Liam Harrington
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FUTURE EVENTS

LOG
1st June

CRANWELL

23rd June BOULTHAM PARK
7th July

WASHINGBOURGH

16th July

GRANTHAM

30th July

TETFORD

14th Aug

LINCOLN CITY

www.logonline.org.uk

NOC
3rd May

RUSHCLIFFE PARK

8th May

SOUTHWELL

17th July NOTTINGHAM
www.noc-uk.org

LEI
5th June

BURROUGH HILL

26th June ASHBY
www.leioc.org.uk
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EVENTS CONT.

DVO
11th June

STAUNTON

18th June

CARSINGTON

www.derwentvalleyorienteerers.org.uk

HALO
22nd May FRESHNEY & WILLIOWS
30th June CAISTOR
14th July BRIGG
21st July LOUTH
www.halo-orienteering.uk
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Keep up to date with LOG on
Facebook –
Lincoln Orienteering Group
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site – www.logonline.org.uk

We all need to stretch before a race as Jonathon and his
trusty friend demonstrate
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